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Monitors, when listening to a bulletin, had 
to bear in mind the requirements in terms 
of content, format and volume of three 
different editors/users:  News Room, 
Publications and the Foreign Broadcast 
Information Service (FBIS), our American 
counterparts. During their training they 
spent time with these three sections, in 
order to have an understanding of their 
work, and the different requirements in 
terms of content, format and volume they 
each had.  Each team was issued with a 
list of customer requirements which were 
updated on a regular basis. 

Monitors were expected to be familiar with 
that day’s news stories when they came 
on duty and to spend time at the 

beginning of their shifts reading the news file and their team’s transcripts. They always read 
the output to see how their material had been used! 

The first priority was to decide whether a bulletin contained any news stories which needed 
to be transcribed quickly for the News Room. In most cases, such stories were easily 
identifiable and their treatment obvious. If in doubt, monitors consulted the news room 
editors who were on duty throughout the 24-hours. Any queries about the stories editors had 
were dealt with immediately. The News Room was located next to the Listening Room, 
which facilitated communications between News Room editors and monitors. News stories 
were of course important for the other sections too! 

Second, Publications, the editors working on the Summary of World Broadcasts (SWB), 
which was published six days a week with a weekly economic edition. Their main customers 
were Government clients who took a longer view of events and wanted more in-depth 
reports and more textual accounts for their own analysis. However, the number of pages 
available each day was limited by the typing and printing processes. The editorial shifts were 
day shifts only. Consequently monitors were not able to consult the SWB editors if they 
worked evening or night shifts. And SWB editors were not always able to consult the 
monitors who had transcribed the items about which they had queries the next day, as they 
might not be on duty. Many of these queries concerned the translations themselves, when 
the monitors were not native English speakers. Moreover, the SWB editors had to select the 
material for publication from a variety of sources and different versions of any one story, as 
stories developed during the day and initial reports were often superseded by longer and 
better versions later.    

Publications editors worked in offices on the first floor. In most cases, queries were 
channelled through the Listening Room Supervisor. This was particularly true when editors 
requested amplifications to the material, as this might require resource allocation. Some 
teams did, however, have access to a telephone (sometimes in the corridor outside their 
cubicles), so editors were able to ring them. Some editors preferred to talk directly to the 
monitors in their cubicles, and one made a habit of coming into the Listening Room to talk to 
monitors about that day’s news.  
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Finally, FBIS, whose offices were located on the top floor of the building. They were able to 
handle a greater volume of material and used a higher proportion of the material produced 
by BBC monitors than our BBC editors could publish. They worked both day and night so 
could query monitored material promptly, and could also be consulted if necessary. Their 
editors were rotated and usually spent two years at Caversham, so did not have the same 
opportunity to build personal working relations with monitors as BBC editors. Queries and 
amplification requests were invariably communicated via the Supervisor.  

 

All the News Room editors had begun 
their careers as monitors, as had 
many of the editors in Publications. In 
the 1960s, editors were on a higher 
grade than monitors and had more 
opportunities for career advancement. 
That meant that a move into the 
News Room, from where you could 
move to other news rooms in the BBC 
(most notably World Service at Bush 
House), or into Publications, where 
there were no evening and night 
shifts, which was seen as a good 
career move, a promotion. In addition, 
monitors had no dealings with other 
BBC news rooms or official 
customers. As a result, they felt less 

highly-valued. Eventually, re-grading and the creation of senior monitor posts, determined on 
merit rather than competition, led to a more equitable situation.  

There was always a certain amount of creative tension between monitors and editors, with 
jokes about officers and gentlemen, them and us, workers at the coal face, etc. This was not 
helped by the physical lay-out of the operation, with the monitors on the ground floor, 
Publications on the second floor and Management and Personnel on the top floor. But in the 
1960s, a new generation of both younger monitors, who were not native speakers of the 
languages they monitored, and editors were recruited from British universities. They were 
naturally drawn together, and, to paraphrase Charlotte Bronte – reader – I married one! 

Linda Eberst (née Deal) graduated from Nottingham University in 1966 with a degree in 
Spanish, French and Portuguese, and started at BBC Monitoring on 1 August 1966. She 
was first trained to monitor Spanish broadcasts, and listened into stations such as Spanish 
National Radio, Radio Independent Spain, the clandestine Spanish Community Party radio 
and Radio Moscow in Spanish for Spain. Linda later trained in French and monitored 
European stations, Moscow, Peking, North Africa and the Congo and Zaire. She became a 
Chief Monitor in the Spanish team, which involved selection and training of new monitors 
and quality control of the team’s output. In 1980 she became a Listening Room Supervisor, 
responsible for the management of the whole monitoring operation on any given shift, 
responding to developing news stories and customer requirements, i.e. News Room, 
Publications and FBIS, and resource allocation. Linda’s highlights of working at BBC 
Monitoring include the French student uprisings in May-June 1968, the death of Franco in 
1975, the transition to democracy in Spain, the Iranian hostage crisis, the storming of the 
Spanish parliament by Civil Guards in 1981, the Falklands War, Solidarity and Martial Law in 
Poland in 1980-81 and the deaths of Soviet leaders. From 1984 until her retirement in 1996 
Linda held senior management posts which culminated in an attachment as Managing 
Editor. 
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